Abstract -To make use of non editable scanned image of thedocument, one has to pass through the recognition process. The recognition process consists of sub processes like pre processing, segmentation and then recognition. Segmentation process is the most significant process because if the segmentation is incorrect then we can not have the correct result, it is just like garbage in and garbage out. On the same time it is one of the complex processes too. It is more difficult if the document is handwritten because in that case only few points are there which can be used to make segmentation. In this paper, we tried to formulate a procedure which is used to segment the scanned document image into lines then into words and finally to characters. For that purpose we used the concept of flexible window, that is, the window whose size can be adjusted according to needs. One module is designed to find the window. Same module is used to get the different types of outputs (lines, words, and characters) with a little bit adjustment to parameters passing as well as to the procedure itself. The concept was applied to different documents and we got good reasonable results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of automatic document processing is to recognise text, graphics and pictures in digital images and extract the intended information, as would a human. Textual and graphical are two categories of document processing dealing, respectively, with the text and the graphics components of a document image. Document processing leads to the theory of optical character recognition (OCR). But before recognising the character it is required to segment area which would have that character. So to have such area, a perfect segmentation of characters is required before individual characters are recognized. Therefore segmentation techniques are to apply to word images before actually putting those images to reorganization process. The simplest way to segment the characters is to use intercharacter gap as a segmentation point. However, this technique results in partial failure if the text to be segmented contains touching characters. If the document is made up of handwritten characters then the situation becomes complex. Our work is related with the segmentation of handwritten text written in Gurmukhi script which is one of the popular scripts used to write Punjabi , a popular spoken language of northern India.
Gurmukhi script alphabet consists of 41 consonants and 12 vowels. Besides these, some characters in the form of half characters are present in the feet of characters. Writing style is from left to right. In Gurmukhi, there is no concept of upper or lowercase characters. A line of Gurmukhi script can be partitioned into three horizontal zones namely, upper zone, middle zone and lower zone. Consonants are generally present in the middle zone. These zones are shown in figure1. The upper and lower zones may contain parts of vowel modifiers and diacritical markers. 
II. PRE PROCESSING
The image file is in grey scale. But we require two types of information -either zero or one. For that purpose, we calculated the average of intensities of all the pixels present in the document image file. Then the intensity of each pixel is set as per the following rule:
if (pixel intensity < Average intensity) then pixel intensity = 0 else pixel intensity = 1
The quality of scanned image depends upon the scanner type too and it plays an important role in segmentation. We are using higher end scanner for the scanning purposes. But even if some impurities are introduced due to used paper quality or due to scanner quality then these are taken care by using anti -windowing concept. As per this concept, first the area is searched with a window of width dw. If there is only few pixel and nothing is around the window then those intensities of present pixel values are set to zero. The words and characters are handwritten. Between any two lines and any two words there is a definite gap of minimum width. A line is supposed to have different words and the words are made up of one or more characters. The lines consisting of words are generally straight in nature. If there is any skew then present work may not work properly.
III. FLEXIBLE WINDOW
Flexible window is the window which can be adjusted as per the change in the requirements. Here is the concept to get a window which is flexible in size:
From the image's starting point (generally it is 0, 0), get first pixel position present in a row and move towards right side to get right most pixel position i.e. get first and last To have the horizontal boundary of the window, we are using the concept of no pixel zone i.e. between two no pixel zones there is a line. Therefore take a upward movement. Suppose there are n columns of pixel, say c1, c2, ……., cn, in a line of a document. There would be n pixel positions for bottom most side and n pixel positions for uppermost side near the no pixel zone too. Suppose Ly1, Ly2, …………, Lyn are the n pixel positions for bottom side and Ry1, Ry2, .…………, Ryn on upper side. As we know that a line in the document consists of one or more words. Then next step is to find the positions of words present in a particular line. For that, get the coordinate of the window coordinates of a line. Start traversal from the left most -bottom most corner of the window. Get the first dot position say it is (a, b). Start upward movement; get the position of last dot of this column before the no pixel zone. Scan the second column; get the pixel position of this column. Somewhere there would be one or two columns which are having no dots. Note down the position of such columns. Now we have found a cluster of pixels. The position of this cluster is noted down in a file. Repeat the process for each cluster present in a line. Repeat the process for each line.
If the size of window found is less than w (negligible) then return 0, means nothing is present there.
Once the lines are identified, now this is the turn to find the word positions present in a line. Start from the starting position of the line. Between two words there is no pixel zone. So the concept, how to get window for line, discussed above can be used to find the words but here would be a difference in use. Now X would be Y and Y would be X. Earlier in case of line, it was XY plane now it would be YX plane i.e. the same module is used but the approach towards parameters is +90 degree. We can say that by changing the window size we can have words present in the line. The words positions are written down in the file. The file is having line information as well as words information corresponding to each line. We are moving from macro to micro level.
Structure used to represent a Point
POINT { int X int Y } The concept is put in the form of pseudo code, to find the window, is given below.
To get the Vertical Boundary as well as Horizontal Boundary position of the window, two modules are written. These modules are packaged in another module named BOUNDARY. 
BOUNDARY(SLOC, MAX

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT DISCUSSION
The above idea is implemented using Visual Basic 6.0. The authors are good in Programming with Visual Basic 6.0. There were two choices either to learn a new language or to explore the already known language. We opted the second option. Initially it was very difficult to find a way to process a BMP file in VB 6. But later with consistent efforts we were able to find out the way. Here we are discussing some basic information regarding the BMP file. The file header as well as Info header, used to read the BMP file, is given below:
Private Type BITMAPFILEHEADER bfType As Integer bfSize As Long bfReserved1
As Integer bfReserved2
As Integer bfOhFileBits As Long
End Type
As we know, generally, two bytes are used for Integer and four bytes are used for Long, therefore the first 14 bytes of information from the BMP file is extracted with the help of this User-Defined Data Type. bfType will always return 19778 which represents two character string, "BM" for bitmap. This is a standard practice that all bitmaps start with these two characters. The entire file's size in bytes is described by bfSize, and bfReserved1 and bfReserved2 are reserved spaces and these should be set to zero. The byte offset, from the beginning of the file at which the bitmap data starts, is given by the value of bfOffBits. So if the value bfOffBits is 1078 (as it should for most 8bit bitmaps) then the header and color table will be over by the 1078th byte, and after that the picture data is going to start. The size of the BITMAPINFOHEADER structure is in biSize and it is given in bytes (generally, equals 40). The width and height of the bitmap in pixels is described by biWidth and biHeight. biPlanes describes the number of planes contained in the bitmap, this is not normally used, and is set to one.
biBitCount describes the "bit-depth" of this bitmap. It can have any of four values: 1, 4, 8, and 24. If the value of bit depth taken as 1 then it indicates that the bitmap will have only two colors (monochrome), a value of bit depth as 4 will allow 16 colors, 256 colors when the value is as 8, and if it is equal to 24 then it means that 16.8 million colors.
biXPelsPerMeter and biYPelsPerMeter describe the resolution of the bitmap in pixels/ meter. If one wants to use standard resolution, then just set these to zero. biClrUsed indicates how many of the colors from the color table are actually used in the bitmap, if it is set to zero then you are allowed to use all colors. biClrImportant tells about that which colors are most important, this information can be used by the programmer. If this is set to zero then standard operation are available. After reading the file header as well info header, then using the normal VB code, BMP file can be processed. After successfully implementing the concept, we got result which are presented in the following tables: 
V. CONCLUSION
Once the idea is implemented and is applied on number of scanned documents, the results were encouraging. The lines were detected with a great accuracy. Few lines were there which were detected inaccurately. The inaccuracy was because of lower zone. The lines which were having some characters in the lower zone were interpreted wrongly i.e. the characters present in the lower zone were treated as a separate line. Similarly, for the words, the segmentation was good. There was some wrong segmentation for characters. This was due to the shape of some of Gurumukhi characters.
There are certain characters which are combined in nature. As a single unit they are segmented well but when it is expected to segment these in two characters then module does not give the same. But this experience gives a great satisfaction to the authors that same module is used for different type of outputs and it works well. Now we are trying to upgrade the code so that we can have more improved results.
